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It has been 17 days since the US Election when Donald Trump handily beat Hillary Clinton. It is said 

that much of the US, the world and even some in Trump’s campaign believed that Clinton would 

win. Almost all the polls predicted that Clinton would win. Both campaigns relied heavily on data 

analytics. Yet, why did it go so wrong for Clinton and right for Trump? After reading various 

articles in the NY Times, Wall Street Journal, Daily Telegraph, the Guardian, Bloomberg News and 

Forbes as well as my work in data analytics, here is my take. 

 

First, it is important to get an understanding of data analytics, also commonly known as data mining 

Although some consider that they denote different activities, for the purposes of this article we 

assume they are the same. Data mining/analytics is the process of digging into the data and 

extracting patterns previously unknown. Therefore, one needs techniques for managing and 

analyzing massive amounts of data often stored in a cloud as well as sophisticated statistical 

reasoning and machines learning techniques to develop the models. Once the models are developed, 

then, as new data arrives it can be classified as to whether a person is likely to vote for Clinton or 

Trump. In addition, associations such as people who live in Madison WI and who work in 

accounting are more likely to vote for Trump than Clinton. That is, the outcomes of data analytics 

will include classification, forming clusters, detecting anomalies and mining associations. Data 

Analytics (also known as data mining) is only as good as the data that is used to train and test the 

models. As they say “garbage in garbage out”. One needs near accurate, consistent and complete 

data to develop useful models. If there is missing data, data analytics techniques have to be 

augmented with reasoning techniques to predict the missing values as well as correct errors and 

make the data consistent. That is, if the data that is used to develop the models is incorrect or the 

models themselves are not accurate,, then data mining will be almost useless. 

 

Next, let’s assume we have accurate data and decent models. Can we rely on the machine 100%? 

The answer is No. That is, we need the human in the loop. As results are produced via data mining 

we need to determine whether the results are actionable. Experiments need to be carried out to 

determine whether the results are useful. This process is as important as the model development 

process. Once the results are tested, then modifications may be needed for the model. The results are 

then tested again and this process is repeated until the business specialists are satisfied with the 

results.  

 

Another question is how should data be collected? For the results to be accurate, one needs all types 

of data including interviews with the voters, prior voting history, their registration history, their 

views on social media and their sentiments. The data collected has to be stored efficiently possibly in 

a cloud since the amounts are massive, and analyzed. Therefore clever analytics techniques are not 

sufficient. We also need techniques for managing the very large amounts of data so that the data can 

be mined. In addition, we need to carry out analytics in real-time as the sentiments change all the 

time. This means the analytics techniques have to operate in real-time and be able to adapt to new 

situations.  
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Another point to note is the term “Big Data”. We have heard throughout the election cycle that the 

polls and campaigns have used big data. What does big data mean? It is essentially a buzzword for 

managing and analyzing very large amounts of data that may be changing continuously and be 

heterogeneous in nature. That is, the data may be structured (e.g., relational data) or unstructured 

(e.g., text, voice,, audio, video). Data may be streaming continuously from various devices,  and also 

the data may be massive (e.g., zeta bytes). Due to the massiveness of the data, one may need a cloud 

to store and process the data. Furthermore, the analytics techniques have to scale so that they can 

handle the zeta bytes of data. That is, we need efficient data management and analytics techniques 

for handing massive amounts of streaming and heterogeneous data that is changing rapidly.  

 

So the question is what the Clinton and Trump campaigns did with analytics. It has been reported 

that the Clinton campaign relied entirely on analytics with little human in the loop. Also, it is not 

clear about the qualifications of the data analysts used by the Clinton campaign. However with 

respect to the Trump campaign, there was a recent article in Forbes that Trump’s son-in-law Jared 

Kushner assembled a top notch team from Silicon Valley and built a bunker in San Antonio TX to 

carry out extensive analytics, test the results, and carry out targeted marketing and messaging. In the 

end it is the strength of the analytics teams and the testing of  the results may have been key to 

Trump winning.  

 

The lesson that is clear to all of us with these elections is that data analytics without a doubt is a 

crucial tool for predicting the elections. But if we develop models with bad data, or develop bad 

models or models that are static and are unable to adapt to rapidly changing situations, then these 

data mining tools will be of little use. Regardless of whether we use data mining useful tools or not, 

we definitely need the human in the loop. That is, until we have models that can continually learn 

from the environment and produce near 100% accurate results, the analytics will likely fail if we do 

not have a human in the loop.  

 

Having provided technical reasons for Trump winning, here are my non-technical commonsense 

reasons. First of all Trump had a clear message – Make America Great Again, Stop illegal 

immigration, Bring back the jobs that were lost by making good trade deals, etc. Such a message was 

clearly understood by all whether one likes it or not. Clinton did not seem to have any message. I 

was asking myself what she is standing for? Furthermore, even though Trump is a billionaire, people 

believe that he worked hard for his money while the impression was that Clinton gave speeches to 

the elite and extracted hundreds of thousands of dollars. It is stated that she even took 300K from 

cash strapped UCLA, a state university, for a speech. Had I been Clinton, I would have been like a 

Mother Theresa in 2013 and  2014;  would have carried out extensive charity work, been seen with 

wounded and orphaned children in war torn regions like Princess Diana and Angelina Jolie. Had she 

done that people would have warmed up to her and she might have very well been the President –

elect. Also having lost to President Obama in 2008, and having a huge baggage like the email 

situation, she should have known better and not taken the voters for granted.  

 


